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ABSTRACT
A system Is described for compressing onto one 
audio channel the radar data previously sent over five 
separate audio channels from a radar set to the Ordvac computer» 
Keans for adding one error-detecting d5„git are described* and 
the bandwidth required of the audio channel»
J
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FOREWAHD
In an effort to make preliminary tests of a control 
system based on an electronic digital computer, an elementary 
radar-to-computer link was builto This link took advantage 
of the availability of a number of telephone circuits between 
buildings of the University«, These tests ware terminated by 
the removal of Ordvac to the Ballistics Research Laboratory 
at the Aberdeen Proving Ground« To continue the tests at a 
reasonable cost and to provide a more realistic data link, a 
study was made of the methods of compressing the coimaunication 
requirements to a single audio channel® One such method is 
proposed in this report® Financial support for this work was 
provided to the Laboratory through a tri-service contract 
No, DA-11-022-ORD-I7J4. administered by the Chicago Ordnance 
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Since Ordvac has been moved to the Aberdeen Proving
. ,, v-r p^ Ti of1 the feasibilityGrounds in Maryland, further studies 1/ -....
vjiai'es with a digital computer of controlling a large numoer ox planes
, »„„Mmy one of three alternative programs: require aaop^ing on- ox
a) Delay further ^  *the University’s computer w x-j.
b) Move all the men and equipment involves to Aberdee 
xOT tLo tSS tS *
a) use Ordvac in Aberdeen with th^rauar^
display, and interpretatio d^vi one two-wayintervening data-links being p- ov 
audio channel«
o ,  d . U y  Involved to propo.al •> U  • « * « » * *  “ i“ “ “ 6"
^  or « ,  miutary » * > » *  . *  - ™ *» ’l“  °r “ * 
foot that any military
system will requite provisions ter n  «to oporatlo
computer. Proposal b> -onto b. « b - . l v .  -  -
■% 4» „f» /s4-vier devices needed in tinethe laboratory development of othe. a v
control systems, It might b. toto-to Pro. tto — f “ “ * ° 
either proposal a) or b) that long-M.t.nc. oo-mto.tlon 
place, a . « t o »  restraint on the oparatton or to. oontro
system, a ml.oonooptlon ». « .  not .«to«, to ■ »»»«•
rnno.-ai c} depends on the number o The expense oi propesax / *
telephone lines or radio channels required, the cost of leasing 
telephone lines or operating a radio relay link and the com­
plexity of the terminal equipment. Its advantages lie in
, t0 bo resumed this spring, in facingallowing system ue&us
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realistically the apace separation of the control system com­
ponents, and in enabling work on advanced components of the 
control system to be pursued in Urbana by the personnel who 
would have to move to Aberdeen under.proposal b).
II« Technical Proposal for Remote Operation
tmm 1,1 " -WinII'»« ■mi«i irtlfciiii  mama*e:mmmm*mm$— B
The present proposal Is a brute force approach based 
on two desiderata? To build and develop the least possible 
terminal equipment; and to change the data-input code for 
Ordvac only if the advantages to be gained therefrom are 
clearly worth the effort«
In our system tests on Ordvac from December 11 - 
February 8, the radar data were presented to Ordvac in the 
form of six range digits and two azimuth digits at intervals 
of k-ok. millisecond as described in CSL Report #8. It is pro­
posed to transmit these same digits over an audio channel to 
Aberdeen and reproduce them In Identical form in an input 
device similar to that from which they were presented to Ordvac 
In tie Urbana tests« From this Input device they would be fed 
to Ordvac In the same manner as at present so that from Ordvac*s 
viewpoint everything would be unchanged.
GSL Report #12 describes means for transmitting 
control signals to the airplanes; these control signals can 
be presented to the f?pseudo-pilots'r! in Urbana as easily as on 
the airplane instrument panels. I realistic form of this out­
put system is being built for the test of the control system
COiremgW'PTAT.
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In any event and therefore will not require special terminal 
apparatus for the Urbana-Aberdeen version of the test*
proposed method of transferring the eight-digit message from 
Urbana to Aberdeen with a digit-parity check provided*
range reset pulses (R^), target reporting pulses (RiR2 R3Rl4.) 
and range indexing pulses (H0 ). As shown in figure 2, line 2, 
there are in every repetition interval four indexing pulses 
(Ro ) each of 12>(sec duration, presented and separated by 
ilDO^sec; each (Rq ) pulse indicates whan a one-mile range 
interval has been inspected for targets* Whenever a target 
is found as a result of an inspection, a pulse appears
on the target channel simultaneously with the corresponding 
range-indexing pulse* (line 3$ figure 2)* Therefore the result 
of the inspection could be combined in binary form on a single 
channel as shown in line Ij, of figure 2, by setting the output 
of a flip-flop to a negative (0) voltage when a range-indexing 
pulse occurs alone and a positive (1) voltage when a range­
indexing pulse occurs in coincidence with a target pulse* If 
in addition the flip-flop is cleared to (0) i^-OO^sac after the 
fourth range-indexing pulse, it will remain in the state (0)
III* Proposed Techniques for Performing 
the Desired Operations 
The Transmitter
The accompanying block diagram in figure 1 shows a
At the transmitting (Urbana) end the radar provides 
azimuth pulses every -2£. (0^), north pulses every 360° (Qq )
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until a target signal is received by the radar* The instructions 
supplied to the flip-flop are shown below- line Ij. of figure 2* 
Since the indexing pulses occur every l|00/(3ec for l600/(3ec, 
then the state of this flip-flop in the first four 1^ .00/(sec 
intervals of the message indicate the results of the range- 
sampling processo
When this part of the message has been completed it 
is proposed that in the next three l+OO/^soe intervals it be 
indicated whether or not a range-reset pulse (K^), an azimuth 
pulse (©^), or an azimuth reset pulse (©0), has occurred since 
the last message* These three quantities are to be stored in 
a 3-digit storage register between messages and the state of 
this 3-digit register is to be transferred to a shift register 
at the end of the range-sampling part of the message, after 
which the storage register should be cleared to be ready to 
store new pulses* The state of the first flip-flop of the 
shift register defines the fifth symbol of the message in the 
fifth 400/(sec interval* If at the end of this interval, one 
shift of the shift register toward the output end is followed 
by another shift after another tOQ^sec, then the three digits 
r 6* ®1* wil1 aPPear in succession in the end flip-flop of 
the shift register as shown in line 5 of figure 2*
In order to report successively the range digits as 
seen In the range-reporting flip-flop and then the digits
®l* ®o p esquires that the telephone line first be connected 
to the range-reporting flip-flop and then to the end flip-flop
CONFIDENTIAL
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of the three-digit shift-register. If each flip-flop is held 
to (0) while the other Is reporting an "or" circuit connected 
to both flip-flops will report a (1) when e ither one or the 
other is in state (1) and will report (0) a; all other times —  
the desired operation#
As a crude error-detecting scheme it Is proposed to 
count the number of (l)fs In the seven symb>1 intervals just 
described. If this number Is even, an algh ;h symbol interval 
should be transmitted as a (1); if It is odi, the eighth 
Interval should be set to (0). If this Is lone all messages 
received at the other end of the link should have an odd 
number of (l)«s# If this Is found not to be true of the 
received message then at least one symbol has been changed in 
transmission. The parity digit Is added to the message in the 
following manner: The Hod-2 counter counts the (l)fs from the
first "or" circuit; univibrator 8 turns on for Ij-OOXsec after 
the first seven symbol intervals; the operation symbolically 
described as "univibrator 8 and not the Mod-2 counter" adds a 
1 In the eighth symbol interval If it Is needed In order to 
keep an odd number of (l)»s in the message. At the termination 
of univibrator 8 fs l^OO^sec pulse, the Mod-2 counter is cleared 
to (0). A second "or" circuit combines the parity digit and 
the first seven message digits, as shown In line 9 of figure 2« 
An advantage will now be discussed of establishing 
the convention of transmitting an odd number of (l)»s# It is 
necessary in any message system to identify the beginning and
CONFIDENTIAL
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end of a message by a recognizable space symbol« In the most 
elementary message-system numbers may be relayed by sending 
trains of equally spaced pulses whoso numbers equal the numbers 
to be transmitted* This might be called representatlon-by** 
enumeration« In this system the beginning and end of a number 
are preceded and followed by intervals of time in which no 
pulses are transmitted* If* as in a binary-coded system* two 
symbols* say -pulse” and !no pulse” are to be used in conveying 
information then a space between numbers can no longer be 
represented by the absence of pulses unless the duration of 
this blank” exceeds the duration of any possible sequence of 
wno pulse” enployed in number-representation«
An alternative* which we have chosen* is to represent 
the W o  binary digits and a space by three separate symbols0 
For our system we propose a space-symbol using for this purpose 
three distinct line voltages0 A (1) will be represented at 
the transmitting end by a positive voltage* a (0) by a negative 
voltage and a space by zero voltage* There will undoubtedly 
be no direct wire connection with the receiver, so the receiver 
must be Informed as to what the three levels are by trans­
mitting at least one (1) and one (0) in each raeesage* By 
peak-detecting the positive and negative excursions of the 
received signal* the receiver can determine the (1) and the 
(0) levels and can assume the space level to be the voltage 
halfway between the maximum and the minimum voltage of each 
message*
CONFIDENTIAL
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The odd-parity property ensures that every message 
will contain one positive peak* Furthermore since there are 
an odd number of message symbols, the parity digit will be a 
(0) in the rare event that all of the message symbols are (l)»s 
There will be, therefore, a (1) and a (0) in every received 
message to re-establish the receiver's ^0), (1), and space 
reference-levels 0
Referring to figure 1 again,, the space symbol is 
formed as follows; The termination of uni vibrator 8»s pulse 
turns on a flip-flop that clamps the telephone line to ground 
as shown in lino 10 of figure 2* The first Rr pulse in the 
next radar-repetition interval turns this flip-flop off, 
releasing the telephone line to assume the (0) or (1) levels 
as dictated by the nortf circuits«
IV* Proposed Techniques for
Performing the Desired Operation?
The Receiver
A block diagram of the receiver is shown in figure 3 0 
First, the three voltage levels representing the three symbols 
must be established* A condenser can be charged up to a 
voltage above ground equal to the peak-bo-peak voltage de­
flection between a (0) and a (1)* Tills stored reference level 
can be presented to the rest of the circuit through an isolation 
device like a cathode follower whose direct output would define 
the (1) level* Ground potential is the (0} level and the 
space level is assumed to be half-way in between* A typical
CONFIDENTIAL
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circuit for performing this operation is shown in figure Ij..
The first symbol of a message will put either a 
positive or a negative pulse on the line to start; either 
event following a space signals the start of a message. At 
this time, a train of synchronizing pulses is initiated whose 
spacing is identical to the spacing of the transmitted symbols 
of a message and whose phase is adjusted so that each pulse 
occurs within, say, 10% of the end of the symbol interval to 
which it belongs. Using the (0), (1) and space reference 
levels which are established by the level-restoring circuit, 
the synchronising pulses activate dig it «»or «»space sens era which 
determine, in each symbol interval, whether a (1), (1) or space 
occurred. The outputs of the (0)and the (1) sensers are com­
bined in an Mor" circuit to cause a shift of one column in 
the shift register before the (0) or (1) just sensered is 
entered in the input flip-flop by the (1) sender. If the shift 
register is cleared prior to a message to 1000,0000, then after 
the seven shifts associated with the seven message digits the 
right—most column will contain a 1L, .nd the other seven columns 
the message. The arrival of a X in the rightmost column 
indicates the completion of the massage and should terminate 
the shifting operation®
Before the message present in the shift register is 
transferred to the storage register, a check should be made 
on the parity of the message; the convention has been proposed 
in section III that the number of l«s in any message will be 
oddo To check that the parity of tho message remained
m m m m rx iA h
u - a s / i sayrt?- T "Virr-'vrT?*7'«-T
Telephone  L ine
Spare
% '
S i g n a l  t o  d e c o d i n g  c i r c u i t  w i t h  
S y m b o l  l e v e l s  d e f i n e d  b y  t a p s  on 
C a t h o d e  f o l l o w e r  l o a d  - r e s i s t o r .
Fig* I].« Syzribol-lo rel«-measur1 ng circuit
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unchanged duping transmission, it; is proposed "that; the number 
of Its contained in each message he counted in a modulo-2 
counter whose reading is sensed after the 7 message digits and 
the parity digit have been received and sensed* Since our 
convention has forced the number of 1 * s to be odd* the modulo—2 
counter should always read 1 after a message® If It does not, 
a signal must be presented to Ordvac that an error has been 
made in the message. The next problem is how to present this 
information to Ordvac with the eight digits already being used 
for other messages® A solution has been suggested that takes 
advantage of the fact that if a message contains an unspecified 
error, Ordvac should know that a message was received that does 
not contain reliable information.1 Since a message containing 
no information save that a message has been transmitted is 
equivalent to a good message with all symbols (0) except the 
data-ready digit, it is proposed that in the event of a parity- 
error the seven left-most digits of -he shift register be 
cleared to (0). The eighth digit reports that a message has 
been transmitted and received®
After the eight digits of the message have been re­
ceived, the digit-senser should start sensing the spaces that 
indicate the end of the message® At this time the contents of the 
shift register should be transferred to the storage register, 
the shift register cleared to 1000,0000, the modulo-2 counter 
cleared to zero, the keying pulse oscillator shut off arid the
1® This solution was proposed by R. L® Trogdon of CSL.
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(1) or (0) senser be energized to signal the start of a new 
message«
Vo Band»width Required to Transmit this Message
If a message consists of intervals in which the voltage 
is at one of three levels 9 the minimum requirement on the channel 
bandiridth is that for every symbol the received voltage attains 
the desired state before the symbol interval is over« If all 
symbols are the same* no change in the line voltage at the 
receiver will occur« If a (1) symbol Is followed by a (0)p 
the line voltage must change from positive to negative before 
the (0) symbol ends« If the line voltage is examined just 
before the end of the symbol Interval* and the output rise 
time is equal to the symbol Interval* then a (1) will be sensed 
if the line voltage at the end of the symbol Interval Is more 
positive than the voltage located half»way between the space 
level and the (1) level«
If this condition is satisfied* them the minimum 
bandwidth can be calculated« If the total message Interval 
Is k milliseconds and we transmit 8 digits and tx>so spaces, 
then the rise time and the symbol Interval Is C 3i|_ ms and 
assuming a reasonable value of the product of bandwidth and 
rise time to be 0 o!4.„ then the minimum bandwidth will be just 
one kilocycle« Line 11 of figure 2 shows a message trans­
mitted through such a minimum bandwidth channel« The times 
at wnich the line voltage accurately represents the transmitted
-^SOHF IDE NTXAL
message are indicated by the synchronizing pulses on line 12.
When this calculation is applied to actual audio 
communication channels$ it is found that two restrictions 
arise. The first is that the low-frequency response of most 
channels is poor; the second is that the slope of the r^ans-» 
mission-vs.-frequency curves of telephone system channels is 
usually very steep. The first fact requires that the symbols 
be carried on an audio carrier; the second makes it difficult 
to obtain damped response to the transients caused by the 
symbols. As a result, it is not realistic to attempt to 
transmit mors than one bit per four cycles oi bandwidth cx 
the channel. With tills conservative view, the messages described 
in this report would require a bandwidth of hP000 cps, or about 
twice the bandwidth of the standard type-N carrier Bell Telephone 
channels. On the other hand, by using single-side band trans­
mission and synchronizing the symbol intervals to the audio- 
carrier-frequency, it may be possible to use the type-N 
carrier channels for the TJrbana-Aberdeen link0 This possibility 
is being investigated.
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